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Abstract

This thesis work investigates and provides an analysis of the potential bene-
fits of an electricity - gas - heat integrated energy system, putting extra focus
on the waste heat potential from fuel cells and electrolysers.
The main focus is given to the low-voltage distribution grid level, and a
case study is presented for the Drechtsteden subnetwork operated by Stedin,
which, together with the IEPG department at TU Delft, is the promoter of
this study. The novelty items of this work consist in the analysis of the waste
heat potential of hydrogen conversion assets connected to a district heating
network along with the inclusion of electricity and hydrogen markets, all in
the contest of an energy system optimization.

The integration between these three energy sectors is assumed to be chiefly
driven by the operation of electrolysers and fuel cells. Two other main as-
sumptions set the base for this work: first, the gas sector is assumed to be
entirely repurposed to operate with hydrogen and, secondly, the waste heat
coming from fuel cells and electrolysers is assumed to be the main thermal
energy input of a district heating network. An electricity and a hydrogen
market have also been modelled to simulate the interaction of this region
with the external grid.
The analysis is carried out by means of a linear optimization algorithm coded
using oemof, an open source python package for multi-energy system mod-
elling and optimization. Most of the input data (i.e. energy demand and gen-
eration profiles) comes from the Integrale Ifrastructuurverkenning 2030-2050
study from TenneT, Gasunie and the Dutch DSOs, which has been regional-
ized for the Drechsteden region is order to optimize the investments on the
main energy assets (transformers, hydrogen substations, electrolysers, fuel
cells, batteries) needed to run the future energy system.

An optimal system configuration is also calculated for a "reinforcement" sce-
nario, in which energy sectors remain independent, and a comparison with
the system integration scenario is presented. The overall system costs ap-
pear to be only about 5% lower for the system integration scenario. The costs
imputable to assets is higher with system integration due to the addition of
expensive hydrogen conversion assets, but, in this scenario, the operation
on the energy market (driven chiefly by hydrogen exports) is more advan-
tageous. Finally, a sensitivity analysis on the share of heat demand to be
satisfied by district heating and on the price of batteries is carried out, along
with an investigation on the effect of adding thermal storage to the system.
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1 Introduction

1.1 General background

One hundred and ninety six countries signed, in 2015, a treaty on climate
change. With this, they pledged to limit the increase in the global average
temperature to less than 2°C within the end of the century [1].

To reach this goal, many countries are aiming at becoming climate neutral
by 2050, including the Netherlands.
These ambitions, coupled with technological advancements and evolving
market regulations, are leading to a profound restructuring of the energy
system. The main goal of this restructuring is to reduce (or bring to zero)
the emissions footprint of the energy system while maintaining security of
supply for the customers.
Currently, one of the main ways to achieve this goal is by increasing the share
of renewable generation in the electricity mix. Given the intermittent nature
of most renewable sources (especially wind and solar), increasing the flexi-
bility of the energy system by means of energy storage and, more generally,
with the integration of different energy systems has grown in importance.

Distribution grid operators, such as Stedin, also face numerous challenges
in the planning of their low-voltage electrical network. As well known by
now, this is mainly due to two expected substantial changes. First, electrical
demand is bound to increase substantially giving rise to potential congestion
problems. Secondly, the increasing share of distributed renewable sources
will modify the power flows, which were initially uni-directional, to more
frequent situations of reversed power flow from distribution to transmission
level [2].

Therefore, it appears evident how the planning of the numerous investments
that will have to be carried forward to achieve a future-proof energy system
is a pivotal point in the strategy of most grid operators. In fact, the decisions
taken in the upcoming years will greatly impact the pathway to the envi-
sioned climate-neutral energy system of 2050.
For instance, in the Netherlands, the TSO and the DSOs work together to pro-
duce periodical analyses on how an integrated and climate-neutral energy
system could look like, in order to try to steer public and private investments
in such a direction [3].
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1.2 State of the art

Due to the stated importance and interest revolving around the topic of en-
ergy system planning, several works have appeared in literature in the past
years, and a great output is still underway at the present moment.

Most of these researches present operational and investment optimizations
(further details of this definition in chapter 3) of energy systems with a cer-
tain degree of integration, often an electricity-gas one [4] [5] [6] [7].
Some other works focus mostly on the electrical sector, usually using a more
detailed description of its technical aspects and studying its optimal relation
with battery energy storage [8] [9] [10].
Some works also take district heating into the equation, even though this is
mostly considered with a low level of detail and without optimization tech-
niques [11] [12].
The inclusion of energy market in these types of optimization analyses is not
so frequent, with some examples considering, for instance, a price formation
based only on limited, local data [13] [14].

1.3 Research questions

The objective of this thesis is to develop an investment-operational optimiza-
tion with to goal to gain insight into the integration of electricity, gas and
district heating at distribution level.
The analysis will be applied to the Drechtsteden region (400 square kilome-
ters located south of Rotterdam) and it will rely on the Integrale Infrastruc-
tuurverkenning 2030-2050 study for most of the input data.
The main research question is:

• How can the flexibility provided by an electricity-gas-heat integrated energy
system lead to advantages in distribution grid planning, as opposed to consid-
ering an electricity only system?

Furthermore, these three further sub-questions better define the scope of the
research:

• Which modelling aspects need to be considered when designing an investment
& planning optimization model for such an integrated energy system, and how
are these currently represented in literature?

• What is the potential role played by waste heat recovery from hydrogen con-
version technologies (i.e. electrolysers and fuel cells), if combined to a district
heating system?

• How sensible are the results when considering the different long-term climate-
neutral energy systems scenarios developed by Netbeheer Nederland? How
does the optimal system infrastructure vary between these scenarios?
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1.4 Structure of the thesis

A literature review on the technical aspects of integrated energy system is
presented in chapter 2, along with specific discussions for each of the three
energy sectors under analysis (electrical, gas and heating).
Then, chapter 3 presents a literature review specific to optimization tech-
niques applied to energy system modelling. Chapter 4 how the model for
this thesis is constructed and the main assumptions behind it. Chapter 5 in-
troduces the case study and the input data used for the calculations. Chapter
6 presents the results of the analysis and, finally, the report is concluded in
chapter 7.
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2 Integrated energy systems

This chapter presents an overview of the literature review findings regarding
integrated energy systems and the different sectors which constitute them.
After a brief introduction in section 2.1, section 2.2 and 2.3 describe the elec-
trical and gas network and the changes that are needed and forecasted in
view of a deeper system integration.
Finally, section 2.4 digs deeper in the heating sector, in particular in district
heating, while also providing an overview of the hydrogen conversion assets
which, as it will be seen in chapter 4, will play a pivotal role in the energy
system that will be modeled in this work.

2.1 Multi energy systems characteristics

With the incorporation of variable, distributed renewable energy sources, the
shift to a sustainable future poses a challenge to current energy systems. On
a technical level, multi-energy systems may provide the flexibility needed to
close the demand-supply imbalance.
A MES is defined as a system whereby different energy sectors, such as elec-
tricity, heat, natural gas, and hydrogen "optimally interact with each other at
various levels" [15] (visualization: figure 2.1).
MESs provide various technical, economic, and environmental advantages
over separate energy systems. First, combining diverse energy sectors could
be a good way to increase the flexibility of the energy system while also im-
proving the overall level of optimization. The various conversion options
allow for system optimization through the substitution of alternative energy
carriers. To address different sorts of demand, alternative sources might be
used. For example, during periods of high wind or solar production, a MES
would allow this electricity to be used to meet electrical or heating demand,
or to make hydrogen through electrolysis, enhancing flexibility. Therefore,
it’s clear how by broadening the options for substituting one energy carrier
for another, VRES adoption can be boosted [16]. The scale of complexity of
MES and MES models can vary greatly, starting from a simple electricity-gas
interconnection to more sophisticated and cross sectorial descritpions, such
as the one presented in [17]. The energy system modeled in this work can
be considered a MES, since the electricity, hydrogen and heat sectors are in-
terconnected and cross-sectoral conversions between these carriers can take
place (as will be explained in more detail in the coming chapters).
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FIGURE 2.1: Electricity-Gas-Heat MES applied to industrial
parks [18]

2.2 Electrical network

Generation, transmission, distribution, and consumption are the four major
components of the electrical power system, each with its own set of control
and protection mechanisms.
Generators and loads are distributed around the network at various voltage
levels, with big conventional plants being positioned at the highest voltage
and smaller generators and loads being located at lower voltage levels. Be-
cause electrical losses are smaller when power is transmitted at higher volt-
ages, transmission grids typically work at high voltage levels (such as 150
kV) since it is more cost effective (per transported unit of power). However,
higher-voltage equipment is often more expensive, and this trade-off makes
it more cost-effective to transfer bigger amounts of power at higher voltages,
which is typically done across longer distances.
However, the advancement of distributed generation (DG) technology, par-
ticularly renewable wind and solar energy generation, has resulted in consid-
erable quantities of generation at the distribution level. Distributed renew-
able production is predicted to increase as a result of climate policy, notably
with aims for near carbon neutrality by 2050 [8]. The model presented in this
thesis explores this possibility, since large capacities of local distributed gen-
eration will be considered.
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Traditional power plants have larger capacities, whereas DG units are typ-
ically positioned closer to the consumers. Wind turbines, solar panels, and
small-scale hydropower are common DG technologies, but these distributed
generation can also be based on fossil fuels, such as low power gas turbines.
In such a decentralized and non-dispatchable power system, a mismatch (i.e.
a deviation between demand and supply) can occur more frequently, and can
potentially cause instability, damage equipment and even lead to outages.
Storage technologies, flexible generation, demand-side management, and trans-
mission infrastructure are among the alternatives being investigated to im-
prove the reliability, affordability, and environmental acceptability of energy
systems with high VRES uptake [19].

Along with an increase in distributed generation, a very steep increase in
electrical demand is also forecast. For example, at the residential sector large
capacities of heat pumps will be installed, substituting gas boilers; at the in-
dustrial sector many energy-intensive processes are likely to be electrified to
some extend and, finally, the transport sector is already seeing and will con-
tinue to see a dramatic increase in electrically-powered vehicles in its fleet.
As it can be observed in figure 2.2 (TWh on y-axis) this increase in electrical
demand could reach a 25% from today’s level in just 8 years from now.

FIGURE 2.2: Global electricity demand forecast [20]

These technical considerations, coupled with the fact that the electrical de-
mand in the coming decades will dramatically increase, makes it also clear
how infrastructure strengthening will play a crucial role. In fact, infrastruc-
ture built years or decades ago was in many cases engineered for very dif-
ferent peak volumes both at the generation and load side. If no action is
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taken, more and more bottlenecks will arise in the grids, making further ef-
forts towards the decarbonisation of the energy sector more difficult (due to
the impossibility to add more electrical loading to the lines) and, in the worst
case scenario, even to system failures.

On a national scale, it is possible to identify three main parameters that can
have an impact on grid investments:

• Landfall points for offshore wind power

• Size and location of large demand clusters (such as industries, cities)

• Power to gas locations: the key long-term flexibility resource

• Location of batteries and quick-start peak power stations

Detailed reinforcements plans are already underway, as it can be seen in fig-
ure 2.3:

FIGURE 2.3: 380kV network expansions already planned by
TenneT [21]

The distribution grid (i.e. 66kV or lower) will, of course, also have to develop
in order to be able to cope with the increasing loads. The largest investments
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are forecast especially in the case of a sharp rise in distributed small-scale
renewable generation, since, as already mentioned, these are usually con-
nected directly to the low-voltage grid [3]. Increased electrical demand for
appliances such as heat pumps and electric vehicles will also put additional
strain on the distribution grid.
At this low-voltage level, the two main modifications that can take place
are increasing the capacity of the current substations (by placing additional
transformers) and/or making new cable connections or strengthening the ex-
isting ones [21].

As it will be described in more detail in chapter 3, deciding on these invest-
ments is not an easy and straightforward task, as it involves a consistent
number of variables to be optimized. This is the reason why in current lit-
erature, several publications dealing with the planning of distribution grids
have started appearing. The objective is to use and improve so-called opti-
mization algorithms in order to make educated decisions on how and where to
invest in the grid.
The main evolution in this field consists in trying to include more detailed
simulations; this can be both from a technical point of view, considering for
instance more components, electrical losses and detailed power-flows [22]
[23] and/or more detailed representations of electricity markets and prices
[24].

Another share of the literature in this field analyses case-studies with specific
characteristics. Among the many possible examples, a number of studies fo-
cus on the design of an electrical system integrated with different form of
storage to achieve self-sufficiency in isolated communities. While the prob-
lems of these case-studies are different from the already discussed grid rein-
forcements at national level, they still show the advantages of energy system
integration. For instance, [7] applied a MILP optimization on a VRES-BESS-
H2 energy system for a small island. While the current electricity price on
this island (which is powered by generators powered with imported fuels)
stands at a very high 0.86 €/MWh, such an integrated system could be able
to bring the LCOE to 0.4 €/MWh.
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2.3 Gas network

Natural gas currently plays a very important role in the energy mix of the
Netherlands. In fact, natural gas provided 51 percent of power in 2018 and
90 percent of private domestic heating [25]. Given the importance of natural
gas in the Netherlands, there is a vast gas infrastructure network. This in-
cludes about 130,000 kilometers of gas pipelines with connections to 95% of
homes. Gas is carried throughout the country by Gasunie, the gas TSO, and
distributed to end-users via the gas distribution network. On top of manag-
ing the low-voltage distribution network, Stedin manages also the gas distri-
bution network. To transfer significant amounts of gas over long distances,
the gas transmission network uses high pressures (up to 87 bar), similar to
the higher voltages used in the electric transmission network. On the con-
nection points with the distribution network this pressure is brought down,
usually to 8 bar, for its feeding into the Stedin network where it’s then de-
pressurized further for the final delivery to the consumers [26].

Given the size of available natural gas infrastructure and the desire to phase
out natural gas in the next decades in favor of more sustainably derived
gases, repurposing the existing infrastructure is being discussed. Hydrogen,
in particular, is expected to play a significant role in future carbon-free en-
ergy systems, both as a feedstock for industry and as a fuel (including for
mobility and heating).
Hydrogen is categorised as grey, blue, or green depending on the process of
manufacture. The majority of hydrogen used today is grey hydrogen, which
is created via steam methane reformation (SMR), which involves reacting
methane with high-pressure steam to produce hydrogen and carbon diox-
ide. Grey hydrogen that has had most of its related carbon dioxide emissions
caught and stored, is referred to as blue or low-carbon hydrogen. However,
the most environmentally friendly method of producing hydrogen is to split
water into oxygen and (green) hydrogen using electricity generated from re-
newable sources [27].

2.3.1 Hydrogen storage and transport
Hydrogen is expected to play a central role in the future energy system of
the Netherlands also thanks to the potential storage capacity exploitable in
underground salt caverns in the north of the country. On this regard, several
studies have already been carried forward such as [28]. The expected energy
capacity for underground hydrogen hydrogen is 43.3 TWh in salt caverns
and 277 TWh in depleted gas fields.
To exploit this potential, and, at the same time, to make wise use of the ex-
isting natural gas infrastructure, Gasunie is focusing on the development of
a national hydrogen transport network that could be operational before 2030
with capacities in the range of 10-15 GW.
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FIGURE 2.4: Dutch Hydrogen Backbone [29]

This transport network will be established in phases and will follow the de-
velopment of supply and demand in the market: from connections at and
between large industrial clusters to national connections and to hydrogen
storage in the north and east of the country. Parts of this hydrogen transport
network and hydrogen storage could become available in the period from
2023 to 2030. Some parts of the transport network could already be realised
around 2025 (especially in the north-east of the country, in the port of Rotter-
dam and possibly Zeeland). For a national coverage of the hydrogen trans-
port network, existing pipelines can largely (approximately 85%) be used;
approximately 15% of the remaining pipelines will have to be newly con-
structed. The resulting connecting network of approximately 1,000 km (the
’hydrogen backbone’) can also provide international transport, for instance
with connections to the Ruhr area in Germany, to Belgium and to large-scale
offshore facilities in the North Sea [3].

After having ascertained that an hydrogen high-pressure distribution net-
work is not only completely feasible but also under active development, an
investigation has been carried forward regarding the soundness of assuming
also an hydrogen low-pressure distribution network. On this, an analysis
made in [30] suggests that repurposing the current methane distribution net-
work will not have severe effects regarding the quality of delivered hydrogen
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after coming to the following results:

• The amount of contaminants that might affect the quality of hydrogen
does not breach regulations for connecting hydrogen boilers

• Safety is not deeply affected since the flammability limit due to oxygen
penetration would still be 10 times lower than the allowed limit

• It is almost impossible to achieve a carbon monoxide concentration
high enough to hinder the functioning of PEMFCs

All the considerations presented in this section constitute the reason why the
gas network considered in this work is assumed to be entirely repurposed to
hydrogen.

2.4 District heating and H2 waste heat integration

As mentioned, hydrogen is predicted to play a significant role as a future en-
ergy carrier in the transition to renewable energy systems.
Distribution heating (DH) networks will also be critical in a future sustain-
able energy system’s macroeconomic energy efficiency. One of the key tech-
nical advantages of DH is that they can provide clients with thermal energy
and hot water at the exergetically optimal temperature level by utilizing low-
grade heat which can also be absorbed from residual flows (waste heat) [11].
Typical generation sources for district heating are CHP typically fueled with
gas or biogas, waste heat from industrial processes, burning of municipal
waste residues and, where geographically possible, geothermal sources [31].

Even though the integration of district heating and hydrogen conversion
technologies (i.e. mainly fuel cells and electrolysers) is not yet widely spread,
some initial publications praising the benefits of such configurations have
started appearing in literature [12][32][33].
In fact, although the efficiency of such assets is rapidly increasing as tech-
nology progresses, a considerable share of the power involved in the elec-
trochemical reactions ultimately is released as heat. In the case of fuel cells
this is due to the fact that an exothermic reaction is involved inside the cell.
Electrolysis is technically an endothermic reaction but actual applications are
still able to provide waste heat since the reaction is typically run above the
so-called thermoneutral voltage, i.e. the voltage at which the reaction proceeds
at constant temperature [11].
Since, as it will be explained later, there is a defined trend towards large-scale
installations of hydrogen conversion devices, the interest behind the useful
and smart integration of the heat thereby produced is certainly destined to
grow in the future.

2.4.1 Stationary fuel cells and electrolysers
Fuel cells and electrolysers are probably the most fundamental technologies
in the integration between the electricity and gas (hydrogen) sector. In fact
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these assets are used to operate the well known Redox reaction
H2O→←2H2 + O2 (occuring to the left during electrolysis and to the right dur-
ing fuel cell operation).
Capital expenditures are currently the most limiting factor in the large-scale
adoption of fuel cells systems but, in the following decades, thanks to tech-
nological progress and wider adoption (resulting in a stronger economy of
scale) these are expected to drop considerably, as it can be observed in fig-
ure 2.5 (columns refer to the CAPEX evolution while the lines refer to the
efficiency).

FIGURE 2.5: PEMFC and SOFC CAPEX projection [34]

The scalability of these assets is surely one of their great strength points. For
instance, fuel cells in the range of tens of kW are developing in the hydrogen
mobility market, but it is possible to produce systems with far more output:
when the power rating exceeds 200 kW, these are referred as large capacity
fuel cells or electrolysers. Due to the size of these assets, large capacity sys-
tems are almost always stationary.
The cumulative installed capacity of such systems is not yet relevant due
to the mentioned high costs and also due to the fact that grid-scale usage
of hydrogen is currently still a niche market. However, as seen, both these
drawbacks are forecast to become less and less insurmountable in the coming
20 years.
Therefore due to the projected growth in the cumulative installed power of
large-scale stationary fuel cell and electrolysis systems [35], this thesis work
will put some special focus on the waste heat potential of these assets.
In particular, proton exchange membrane (PEM) and solid oxide (SO) tech-
nologies are expected to gain the largest market shares in the coming decades
[34], and, since the time horizon on this work’s analysis is 2050, these two will
be the technologies under consideration. Table 2.1 summarises their main
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characteristics.

TABLE 2.1: PEM and SO cells characteristics [32] [36] [37] [38]

Technologies Electrical efficiency CHP efficiency Operating temperature

PEMFC 52-57% 87-95% (Low temp)
85-95% (High temp)

60-80°C (Low temp)
100-200°C (High temp)

SOFC 60-65% 90% 700-1000°C
PEMEL 70% 97% 50-80°C
SOEL 80% 100% 650-900°C

2.4.2 4th generation DH networks
The high operating temperatures of solid oxide cells make them particularly
appealing if coupled to industrial sites, which are amongst the top consumers
of high-grade heat [33]. However, since the geographical area under analysis
is, as it will be described in more detail in chapter 5, mostly residential, pro-
ton exchange membrane cells will be the selected technology.
In fact, the next evolution aimed at improving efficiency in district heat-
ing networks will be a considerable lowering of the operating temperatures.
Lower temperatures mean lower losses and a better integration of low-exergy
sources, such as solar thermal energy and heat pumps along with the already
mentioned PEM cells. Recent prototypes of 4th gen DH grids show up to
threefold heat efficiency improvements [39].
These networks will mostly be used to provide low-temperature heat for do-
mestic spaces and domestic hot water. Therefore, the mentioned develop-
ment oriented to decrease their temperature must proceed in parallel with
considerable efficiency improvements in the built environment [40].

FIGURE 2.6: DH operating temperature development [11].
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Another reason for examining the integration potential of fuel cells and elec-
trolysers in district heating is the favourable seasonality that would arise in
such a system. As it can be seen in table 2.1, fuel cells provide the great-
est heat output between the two and, in addition, stationary fuel cells will
typically be used more in winter (to cover peak electrical demand when re-
newable output is low) when also heating demand is high.
Instead, electrolysis will probably be used more in summer to exploit the ex-
cess renewable power, and the fact that their heat output is lower compared
to the one of fuel cells is of less importance due to the lower heat demand
during the warm months of the year [11].

Currently being the cheapest storage option, thermal storage is also expected
to play a role in stabilising DH networks, aiming at matching the heating de-
mand and supply.
Thermal storage can be divided in two main categories: short-term and long-
term. In the first case, the storage is meant to satisfy the daily fluctuations,
while the long-term one is used to balance seasonal variations.
Thermal storage can be also divided in two other main categories based on
the physical principle behind their functioning: sensible heat storage and la-
tent heat storage.
The most common application for sensible heat storage is storage in tanks, a
mature and simple technology in which a fluid, typically water, serves as a
thermal buffer mostly in the short term. It has a relatively low storage den-
sity.
Long term storage in the form of sensible heat is often in the form of tanks or
pits, aquifers and boreholes (which use the thermal capacity of soil) [41].
Latent heat storage is, on the other hand, a recent technology with ongoing
research. By absorbing heat gain during warmer daytime via melting and
releasing the stored thermal energy during colder nighttime when it solidi-
fies, PCMs (phase changing materials) can be used to reduce and time-shift
thermal load peaks. The main difference is that the storage density is much
higher compared to sensible heat, because here heat is supplied to change
the phase of the storage material [31].
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3 Modelling of distribution
system planning

This chapter describes the methodology behind the planning of the expan-
sion of distribution networks, and how this process can be translated and
analysed with the help of optimization techniques.
Section 3.1 starts by illustrating the different approaches in building an en-
ergy model, followed by the most important aspects that should be thor-
oughly analysed when specifically constructing an optimization model.
Section 3.2 describes how the different optimization algorithms and approaches
treat the problem; a discussion on how to reduce the complexity of these is
also provided.
Finally, section 3.3 gives an overview of the ample panorama of tools that can
be used to execute these analysis.

3.1 Network expansion planning

Modeling methodologies for energy networks can be classified as top-down
or bottom-up. Top-down approaches try to provide a more economically
and holistic perspective on an energy system, often by simplifying and ag-
gregating its components. Bottom-up models, on the other hand, incorpo-
rate greater technological detail, allowing for broad forecasts of future energy
supply and demand, as well as the specific contribution of various technolo-
gies. However, it should also be noted that the greater technological detail of
bottom-up models necessitates more thorough data inclusion in the model,
which frequently demands the addition of certain assumptions to make it
tractable [42].
Since, as it will be described in more detail in chapter 4, the formulation of
this thesis’ model requires a certain degree of technological details to be in-
cluded, from now on the focus will be given primarily to bottom-up models.

Bottom-up models can be further categorised in different types, such as sim-
ulations, partial equilibrium, multi-agent and, finally, the scope of this thesis,
i.e. optimization models. An optimization problem’s theoretical foundation
is to find the best solution to a given objective (either minimizing or maximiz-
ing) using particular decision variables under various constraints. Optimiza-
tion models are regarded as robust because they allow for the incorporation
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of high levels of detail in techno-economic characteristics, making them well
suited for analyzing potential future energy system transitions. Although it
leads to an unique solution, and this "perfect foresight" trait could be consid-
ered a drawback, optimizations are still very valuable in that they allow for
one or more ideal benchmark scenarios to be formed [43].

It is possible to further categorize optimization models based on a number of
relevant aspects. Table 3.1 presents the 7 most important categories.

TABLE 3.1: MES modelling aspects [44]

Aspect Categories

Modelling scope Planning Operation
Optimization criteria Environmental Economic Technical
Optimization formulation LP MILP Heuristic
Spatial resolution Building District/Region (Inter)National
Time horizon Short Medium Long
Step-size Minute Hourly Weekly, etc...
Detail level Black-box Grey-box White-box

Going in more detail into the modelling scope, expansion planning or de-
sign refers to decisions on future infrastructure improvements, such as new
investments, while operation planning includes decisions like dispatch and
maintenance in the context of an existing system.
Typically, system planning processes begin with the development of future
demand and generation scenarios, followed by the determination of how to
(best) alter current infrastructure to suit future power system needs. The tim-
ing, location, and capacity of each alteration can all be part of the planning
process.
Typically, the purpose of distribution companies’ long-term planning is to
reduce network investment and operational expenses while respecting tech-
nical constraints. However, different optimization criteria can be chosen,
such as CO2 minimization or maximization of RES utilization.
Regarding the optimization formulation, the problem of distribution expan-
sion planning (DEP) is generally a mixed-integer nonlinear programming
(MINLP) problem involving nonlinearity, which makes converging to a so-
lution challenging and computationally intensive.
Various models and methodologies have been used to address the primary
distribution network expansion planning challenge over the years. The DEP
problem is generally being solved using two types of optimization approaches:
conventional and meta-heuristic optimization methods. Heuristic algorithms
can be seen as a way to mimic natural processes; they don’t require an ex-
plicit formulation of the objective but, instead, a so-called "solutions popu-
lation" is evolved to better ones by using a fitness function. However, al-
though meta-heuristic approaches are relatively simple to implement, their
optimality cannot be guaranteed [45]. Conventional optimization methods
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(such as LP and MILP), on the other hand, are difficult to build, but they can
be resolved with off-the-shelf optimization algorithms and provide guaran-
teed results. As previously stated, the DEP problem is a nonlinear problem
that may be transformed into a (mixed-integer) linear programming prob-
lem with the inclusion of some reasonable assumptions [22]. Compared to
LP, MILP formulations have the possibility to include the so-called "candi-
date investments" (i.e. new transformers, cables, etc. with pre-determined
sizes/characteristics). MILP optimizations use binary variables associated to
these candidates, which can therefore be chosen (or not) by the algorithm
during its execution.
Apart from the self-explanatory spatial resolution, time horizon and step-
size, an important modelling aspect regards the detail level of the different
elements involved in the optimization algorithm. In fact, energy transmis-
sion over networks can be modeled, depending on the application, at three
degrees of detail: black-box, grey-box, and white-box. The term "black-box"
refers to data input-output models that don’t include any representation of
the physical processes under exam. In general, black-box models are sim-
pler and easier to compute (for instance, flows do not include losses). White
box models are more detailed and take physical principles into account when
calculating load flows and conversion efficiencies. Typically, in these models
network flow losses are integrated as a function of the corresponding flow
(based on conservation laws); this produces more accurate results but how-
ever, as can be expected, the introduction of these non-linearity can severely
affect computing time [46]. Grey-box models place themselves in the mid-
dle, typically including some level of complexity while keeping the compu-
tational effort relatively low.

3.2 Executing the optimization

As briefly mentioned earlier, optimization problems are defined by an objec-
tive function to be minimized or maximized and decision variables subjected
to a certain set of constraints. Decision variables can be varied freely or, like
in the previously mentioned MILP formulation, only to 0 and 1 in the case of
binary variables. A general formulation of an optimization problem is pre-
sented in equation 3.1

min
x

fi(x) i = (1, 2, ..., I),

s.t. hj(x) = 0 j = (1, 2, ..., J),

gk(x) ≤ 0 k = (1, 2, ..., K),

x = (x1, x2, ..., xn)
T.

(3.1)

Where fi(x)hj(x) and gk(x) are, respectively, the objective function, the equal-
ity constraints and the inequality constraints, and are all functions of the de-
cision variables’ vector x.
Regarding the solution of these problems, and important distinction must be
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made between convex and non-convex problems. The first type (such as LP)
the convergence to a solution is always guaranteed while this doesn’t hold
for non-convex ones. Furthermore, there can also be a difference in the type
of input parameters, which can be fixed (deterministic formulation) or vary-
ing within a fixed range or probability distribution (stochastic programming)
[19]. As it will be described better in chapter 4, this thesis’ model will be a LP
with a deterministic formulation, therefore this means that its solution will
be the global optima, and multiple iterations of the algorithm will lead to the
same result (because of the fixed input).

As mentioned, the solution space for linear programming problems is con-
vex, ensuring convergence to the global optimum. The simplex and interior
point methods, which take advantage of the features of the convex solution
space, are two mathematical strategies for solving linear programming prob-
lems. Another advantage of linear programming formulations is that they
can immediately identify infeasibility. Non-linear programming problems,
although they can provide with more accurate representations of physical
problems, are typically solved iteratively, using direct or gradient-based ap-
proaches. Newton’s method is suitable for the special case of non-linear pro-
gramming problems called "quadratic problems" [47].

3.2.1 Reducing computation time

More complexity in the models obviously leads to a longer computation time,
therefore, many scientific works dealt and are dealing with techniques to re-
duce this waiting time as much as possible. This is particularly useful in the
case in which many optimization runs are needed, for instance to produce a
refined sensitivity analysis of some parameters.

When considering energy system models, one of the greatest sources of com-
putational burden is the amount of variables that have to be created and op-
timized. This is due to the fact that, typically, this type of models represent a
full year with 8760 time steps.
An initial approach to reduce computational time could be to ignore network
constraints and the charge/discharge behaviour of the assets, while keeping
only the energy balance constraints. A step further, as done in [48] could be
a two-stage optimization in which, after the first, simplified, optimization, a
second "day-ahead" run is performed using the input from the previous ex-
ecution to provide detailed results only for the limited number of time steps
that make up a single day.

Bi-level optimizations are another refined technique in which the full opti-
mization problem is split in two levels, usually called "upper" and "lower".
In bi-level approached, each of the two levels of the model has its decision
variables and objective functions, which are affected by the evolution of the
variables of the other level. At the same time, the execution of the decisions
happens in a sequential fashion, from the higher to the lower level [49]. This
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technique has been applied by [50], in which the energy modelling has been
divided in a upper level of planning scheme considerations (such as costs of
installation, operation and maintenance), while the lower level optimized the
operation of the system (with objective such as peak load shaving, volatility
restraint, improving reserve capability of storage systems).

Another, often used, method to reduce run-time is to cluster the input data in
so called "representative days". The selection of these "representative days"
can be done in different ways. For example, [51] proposed a method in which
the selection of the clustering is done via a MILP algorithm. The goal of this
optimization is to minimize the difference of the duration curves of the en-
tire year and the representative year for each of the time series. Then, a set
of representative 24h periods is extracted from the full data, and to each of
these days a weight is assigned, which can be seen as the number of times
this day has to be repeated to rebuild a full yearly data-set (8760 time steps).
After the extraction of the representative days, it is important to reconstruct
a chronological order, i.e. assigning these days where they are most repre-
sentative of the original time-series. To these end "the chronological ordering
minimises the squared error of the representative data sets with regard to the
original data sets" [51].

FIGURE 3.1: Example of representative days extraction and
chronological order reconstruction [51]

One of the most important shortcomings of this method is that it is very dif-
ficult to capture a realistic operation of energy storage, since, by definition,
the state of charge evolves chronologically. For this reason, the analysis pre-
sented in this thesis will not use clustering but the full time series (8760 time
steps).
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3.3 Modelling techniques: state of the art

A very large number of energy system models is currently present and cited
in literature, with new updates and brand new engines coming out quite fre-
quently. These models can vary in temporal, technical and spatial scope, as
well as the goal of their analysis and the solving methods, following the dis-
tinctions explained in section 3.1.
Another interesting aspect is that, in the past, most tools used in the energy
system were private and were not distributed. However, international re-
search and development organizations have been creating more open source
technologies in recent years. More than half of the tools listed by the open
energy modeling (openmod) are based on the open-source Python scripting
language [52].

The literature review conducted for this thesis included papers covering a
broad field of modelling aspects, all addressing a range of specific research
subjects. These can range, for instance, from large, macro-economic models
with multiple energy sectors to bottom-up, local models.
To select a suitable optimization framework for this thesis, its capabilities re-
garding the representation of flexibility options have surely been one of the
most important points of analysis. Since the topic of system integration is
relatively young, not many optimization tools include detailed and power-
ful descriptions of the elements that characterize such power systems.
The most important flexibility categories that should be included in a tool,
according to [53], are grid representation, such as grid types, topology and
ancillary services, storage, which can assume different operational character-
istics and time scales (short-term storage, seasonal storage, etc.), and, finally,
supply & demand technologies and the level of detail of their representation.
Other, more sophisticated, components and properties of energy tools can
include Demand elasticity (how the demand reacts to changes in prices), De-
mand response (shifting loads when it’s more convenient for a healthy and
stable operation of the grid) and considering, for instance, also emissions in a
multi-objective optimization.

Before giving a main overview of the considered frameworks, it can be help-
ful to provide a short overview of the modeling characteristics that were
deemed necessary for this thesis’ work:

• Capability to provide operational and decision making results

• Capability to model network constraints

• Capability to model multiple energy networks and flows and intercon-
nections between them

• Capability to model energy storage components

• An 1-hour time resolution
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TABLE 3.2: Optimization models under consideration

Model name Scope Formulation Step size Detail level

PyPSA P&O MILP Hourly Grey
oemof-solph P&O MILP Hourly Grey
OsEMOSYS P LP Intra-Annual Grey
Calliope P&O LP Hourly Grey
TIMES P&O MIP Houlry Grey

Although TIMES scored a very high performance result in [52], it was not
chosen considering the fact that it’s based on the GAMS language. All the
other tools are coded in Python, which is by far the current standard in scien-
tific calculations, also thanks to the vast environment of useful packages that
it’s possible to easily integrate, such as Pandas and NumPY.
OsEMOSYS appears to be more oriented towards large-scale little-detail mod-
els. PyPSA is a very powerful tool that has most of its strength in its electrical-
modeling tools and therefore, since the model treated in this thesis is more
oriented towards a multi-energy carrier approach, Calliope and oemof-solph
have been the most promising ones.
Ultimately, oemof-solph has been the final choice thanks to its large and very
active community (the GitHub repository of the project can be found at [54]).
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4 Model formulation &
formalization

This chapter provides an overview of the characteristics of the model under
consideration. The model, which uses generation and demand profiles based
on 2050 scenarios, optimizes investments and operations for a whole calen-
dar year (assumed to be 2050). The elements, assumptions, and modeling
approaches used to construct this model are described in depth in this chap-
ter.
Section 4.1 starts by describing how the energy model under analysis is rep-
resented via oemof; this is then followed in section 4.2 by an overview of the
financial assumptions and by a description of how the energy markets (both
electricity and hydrogen) have been modeled.

4.1 Representation of coupled energy systems

The model, which is intended as a representation of the energy system of the
Drechtsteden area (a detailed description of the case study background will
be given in chapter 5), is made up of 5 main components:

• Buses: two-ports components where energy flows take place. Each bus
must be assigned to a specific energy carrier.

• Sources: one-port components from which an energy flow originates.

• Sinks: one-port components from which an energy flow is absorbed.

• Transformers: conversion devices from one energy carrier to another
(fuel cells, electrolysers) or within the same energy carrier (transform-
ers, gas depressurization substations).

• Lines: two-ports components used to model an electrical line

• Storage components: components where an energy carrier can be stored
with specific parameters (such as inflow/outflow efficiency, self-discharge
efficiency, etc.).
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Each bus has a carrier type, so, in this work, electricity, hydrogen and heat
buses are modeled. This model divides the Drechtsteden region in 5 different
areas, therefore there are 15 buses (one electrical, one hydrogen and one heat
for each area).
An additional electrical and hydrogen bus per neighbourhood is needed to
model the flow of energy and hydrogen to and from the external market
(more of which will be discussed in section 4.2). Therefore, each neighbour-
hood has an electrical bus at 20 kV and one at 150 kV, together with one
hydrogen bus at 8 bar and one at 40 bar, for a total of 25 buses in the whole
region.

The source components can model two elements. Either connections to the
external grid (both electrical and hydrogen) where energy flows are imported
in the system, or electrical generators within the region. In particular, since
the future scenarios that serve as the starting point for these simulations en-
vision an almost 100% renewable energy system, these generators include
only PV panels, wind turbines and biomass-fired generators.

The sink components can model two elements as well. Either connections
to the external grid (both electrical and hydrogen) where energy flows gen-
erated inside the region are sold to the external grid, or local demand (given
by three horuly profiles for electrical, hydrogen and heat demand).

Transformers are used to model 4 components of the system:

• Electrical transformers of 90 MVA and 99% efficiency [26]

• Gas substation where hydrogen is depressurized from the national grid
(40 bar) to the distribution grid operated by Stedin (8 bar) with a 99%
efficiency [26].

• Proton Exchange membrane fuel cells with specifications as in table 2.1.
One port input (hydrogen) and two ports output (electricity + heat)

• Proton Exchange membrane electrolysers with specifications as in table
2.1. One port input (electricity) and two ports output (hydrogen + heat)

To avoid over-sizing the hydrogen depressurizing substations, the fuel cells
and the electrolysers have been connected to the hydrogen bus at 40 bar (the
national grid). In this way, hydrogen bought from the grid to be used in a fuel
cell or sold to the grid from the electrolysers does not have to pass through
these substations, which therefore handle only the hydrogen demand from
the neighbourhoods.
The conversion efficiency of the fuel cells and electrolysers to heat has been
determined using HVC’s data (as will be explained in more detail in section
5.1.1) and the size of the heat demand for every neighbourhood. Currently,
the losses in the district heating network of Dordrecht amount to roughly
23% for a system of 44MW of peak heat demand [55].
For such scale of heat flows, it is possible to linearly approximate the heat
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losses of the system with the length of the lines, and the length of the lines
with the heat power that they must serve. As an example, a difference in x%
of the heat demand will result in a similar x% difference in the length of the
network, therefore resulting in x% difference in losses [56] [57].

Lines serve as a simplified representation of electrical connections. Since,
how it can be seen is figure 5.3 the electrical lines to be modeled are all at
150 kV, and therefore operated by TenneT and not by Stedin, it is assumed
that they will not be the bottleneck and their capacity is assumed to be large
enough to satisfy the flows at the transformers. A transmission efficiency of
97% has been assumed for these lines [58].

Finally, storage components are used to model batteries and hydrogen stor-
age in the pipelines (the so called linepack).
The selected battery investment candidate is a 4-hour Li-Ion battery (i.e. with
a capacity 4 times higher than its rated power), as they are expected to be the
most widely adopted technology of electrical storage [59]. Furthermore, an
in-outflow efficiency of 85% is assumed for this battery asset, according to
[60].
Regarding hydrogen storage, only the storage inside pipelines has been con-
sidered in this work due to the very high costs of other forms of storage such
as compressed, liquefied or chemically bounded.
This type of gas storage is essential for properly balancing supply and de-
mand both in the existing natural-gas infrastructure and in the future hydro-
gen one. Short-term storage in pipelines, also known as linepack, enables a
nearly constant flow of natural gas into the network in spite of greatly vary-
ing demand patterns. The fundamental idea behind linepack is to change the
pressure while staying within the design tolerances of the pipeline in order
to alter the amount of gas that is stored [61].
Following the technical assumptions from [61], it is assumed that the linepack
is able to store roughly 0.1 MWh per MW of hydrogen flow.
As a secondary comparative analysis, a simplified form of thermal storage
has also been considered. Due to the modeling limitations of oemof, only
a short term thermal storage will be included. The selected asset is a water
tank storage, an already mature technology with some operational examples
already present [41]. The efficiency of these systems can be moderately high,
with values as high as 95%. On this work, an efficiency of 85% has been
assumed [62]. Taking inspiration from the already present 185MWh/30MW
water tank storage in the district heating network of Rotterdam, the capac-
ity/power ratio of this asset has been set to 6 [63].
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The following image may help to visualize the energy flows inside the sys-
tem. For ease of visualization, one must picture the transformers and the
electrical lines at the "electricity bus", and the hydrogen substations at the
"hydrogen bus". As mentioned earlier, the implementation in oemof actually
considers two buses for the electrical and hydrogen sector (one before the
transformer/substation and one after it). Furthermore, as just anticipated,
a thermal storage will also be considered only as a secondary analysis to
compare its effect with the main results. Finally, the buses are intended to
represent also the electrical, hydrogen and heat demand.

FIGURE 4.1: Schematic overview of the energy system at the
neighbourhood level

4.2 Financial & energy market assumptions

4.2.1 Investments and annualised costs
The main goal of this optimization is to provide a quantitative overview of
the investments that might be necessary to improve/overhaul the energy sys-
tem of the region, looking at how it is expected to evolve up to 2050.
Therefore, it is important to consider realistic investments parameters and
assumptions for the components that are included in the scope of this model.
Namely, this data comprises the CAPEX, lifetime, WACC and OPEX of trans-
formers, substations, fuel cells, electrolysers, Li-Ion batteries and hydrogen
substations.
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TABLE 4.1: Economic parameter of the considered assets

Technologies CAPEX Lifetime WACC Ref.

PEM Fuel Cell 900.000€/MW 20 0.07 [64]
PEM Electrolyser 650.000€/MW 20 0.07 [64]
Li-Ion Battery 110.000€/MWh 12 0.07 [59]
Water tank 10.000 €/MWh 15 0.07 [41]
Transformer (90MVA) 1.700.000€ 30 0.04 [26]
Hydrogen substation (68MW) 3.500.000€ 100 0.04 [26]

The WACC values were re-elaborated using [65] as a source. The price level
of the Li-Ion battery indicated in the table is the "optimistic" one; another
"conservative" price level of 180.000€/MWh has also been considered.
The model receives the annualised cost for each of these assets as input,
which then influence the optimization outcome in terms of the capacity of
the investments that are chosen by the solver. In this way it is possible to
make a comparison between the systems costs and the money flows (costs
and earnings) arising from the interaction with the external grid.

oemof has a built-in package called "economics" that has been used to cal-
culate the annualised costs following the equation:

C = capex · (wacc · (1 + wacc)li f etime)/((1 + wacc)li f etime − 1)

4.2.2 Energy markets model

The model is developed for a small region of the distribution network that,
therefore, must also feature connections with an external grid.
This external grid, as briefly mentioned in section 4.1, is modelled as a "sink"
when the region is in surplus and energy (electricity or hydrogen) can be
sold, or as a "source" when the region is in deficit and energy must be pur-
chased from the outside.
In order for this system to behave in a realistic way, the variable costs asso-
ciated with an energy flow to the external sink or from the external source
must mimic the behaviour of an energy market. Therefore, two simple mar-
ket models have been developed to obtain a hourly time series of prices for
electricity and hydrogen.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

At present, a large and growing amount of different electricity markets is
operational. Starting from the most famous wholesale market, there is also the
intraday market used to modify the bids of the wholesale market on the day
of delivery, the FCR market or frequency control reserve market, used to bal-
ance the instantaneous frequency deviations in the grid, and the FRR market
or frequency restoration reserve, used when the assets operating in the FCR
market are not enough to maintain the grid’s frequency in the desirable op-
erating range.
Since modeling the vast complexity of all these markets was outside the
scope of this thesis, attention has been given only to the wholesale market,
and a simple model taking data from Stedin as input has been developed.

This market is based on a market clearing algorithm done with linear optimiza-
tion, in which the social welfare of the system is maximised (i.e. the sum of
consumers and generators surpluses).
This models contains only the equality constraint "total accepted demand
= total accepted generation", therefore the market-clearing price is the La-
grange multiplier of the market-clearing constraint. The time series of these
Lagrange multipliers is what makes the electricity prices.
On the supply side, 5 price levels have been modeled, each depending on
their respective LCOE:

• PV: 20 €/MWh [66]

• Onshore wind: 42 €/MWh [66][67]

• Offshore wind: 55 €/MWh [66][67]

• Cross-border price: 75 €/MWh [68]

• Biomass peak generators: 110 €/MWh [69]

On the demand side, the vast majority of it has been considered inflexible
due to the fact that the Stedin’s energy model where it has been taken, as
described in chapter 5, is a perfectly balanced model, therefore changing by
a great margin the amount of electricity actually delivered would have not
been a viable option.
Instead, only the category of demand called "Other demand" (around 8% of
the total demand) has been set at a price level of 55 €/MWh (i.e. to be sat-
isfied only with renewables since that’s the price of the marginal renewable
generator, offshore wind).
A snapshot of the market can be observed in the following figure, in which
A1 is the earlier called "producer surplus" and A2 is the "consumer surplus"
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FIGURE 4.2: Electricity market snapshot at 12:00 of the 1st of
January: offshore wind generators are the marginal ones and

the clearing price is 55€/MWh

As it can be observed in figures 4.5 and 4.6, a summer seasonality pattern is
present due to higher PV generation and lower demand, which brings down
the price. It can also be observed how the higher share of renewables present
in the regional scenario brings down the average price of the whole year.

In order to validate the presented electricity market, data from 2019 has been
used as input to see if the model’s output resembled the actual prices that
occurred in that year.
Of course, the sources and the price levels are different than the model for
2050, namely:

• Renewables: 0 €/MWh [70]

• Gas: 20 €/MWh [71]

• Nuclear: 29 €/MWh [72]

• Coal: 34 €/MWh [72]

• Import: 42 €/MWh [73]

• CCGT: 75 €/MWh [72]

The generation and load data for the Netherlands has been taken from [73]
and used as input for the electricity market model, resulting in the plot of
figure 4.3
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FIGURE 4.3: Electricity market model for 2019

It is now possible to compare the output of the model with the actual
prices, presented in figure 4.4

FIGURE 4.4: Real electricity prices for 2019 [73]
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Comparing the two plots, four main similarities can be observed:

• Similar average price for the year

• Price peaks towards the end of January

• Stability in the second half of the year

• Low prices towards the end of the year (likely driven by high winter
winds)

The presented model therefore appears to be quite accurate and validated.

HYDROGEN MARKET

At the present time no wholesale hydrogen market has ever been tested, and
no plans to do that are likely envisioned in the foreseeable future. However,
this might change in the coming decades if the importance of hydrogen in
the energy mix will continue to increase.
In the model presented in this thesis hydrogen plays a fundamental role,
therefore the assumption is that a wholesale market similar to that of elec-
tricity will arise to support the trade of this commodity.
The design of this market stands on three main assumptions:

• Electricity-Hydrogen market link: given the fact that, in the scenarios
considered in this work, almost all the hydrogen is produced via elec-
trolysis (and therefore via electricity), another important assumption
is to link the hydrogen market with the electricity market. In fact, if
one is to produce hydrogen, first it has to purchase electricity from the
grid (except for standalone electricity generation - hydrogen produc-
tion units which have not been considered in this thesis).

• LCOH correction: since the assets used to produce hydrogen have dif-
ferent annual costs, and since the conversion pathway from electric-
ity to hydrogen presents some losses, it is reasonable to add a correc-
tive factor to the electricity price to account for these differences. Re-
elaborating a definition of LCOH from [13], the corrective factor is cal-
culated as:

k =
CAPEXelectrolyser · li f etimeres

li f etimeelectrolyser · CAPEXres · ηelectrolyser
=

650 · 30
20 · 850 · 0.97

Where the lifetime and CAPEX data has been taken from [66][74]. Re-
garding the CAPEX and lifetime of renewable sources, only solar and
wind energy have been considered, and an average has been made con-
sidering the share of wind and solar in the Netherlands [3]. The equa-
tion is brought in this simplified form also because of the fact that the
capacity factor of renewable sources and of electrolysers are often com-
parable, and therefore in the equation it is assumed that the lifetime
output from the two sources is the same [75].
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• Hydrogen request index: as it will be explained in more detail in chap-
ter 5, a large part of the input data for this model comes from a study
done by the grid operators of the Netherlands which, among other
things, contains yearly time series for the predicted generation and de-
mand for 2050 for electricity and hydrogen.
The third assumption is therefore to link the hydrogen price with a fac-
tor given by the instantaneous (per hour) difference between the hydro-
gen demand (Hd) and the electrical generation available after having
satisfied the electrical demand (Ea). High values of this Hd− Ea will in-
crease the price as there is a lot of hydrogen demand and little (or even
negative) electricity surplus, while low values will decrease the price
since there is not much demand and a lot of excess generation that can
be used for electrolysis.

• Supply slope: the fourth and final assumption needed to finish the
model is to link the average slope of the supply curve of the electric-
ity market to the equation determining the hydrogen price. Again, this
was deemed the safest assumption possible given the absence of any
form of hydrogen market for validation and given the deep intercon-
nection between the hydrogen and electricity markets.
The hydrogen supply curve at any hour is of the form y = ax + b where
x is the Hd − Ea variable, "b" is the instantaneous electricity price cor-
rected with the LCOH constant, kEp, and "a" is the angular coefficient of
the supply curve which, as said, is put equal to an average value taken
from literature for the electricity market of 1.1 (€/MWh)/GW [76][77].
With this formulation, when the demand equals the leftover electrical
availability the hydrogen price is simply the electricity price corrected
with the LCOH factor, for different values of Hd − Ea the electricity
price might then either be increased or decreased to obtain the hydro-
gen price. The full formulation is therefore:

Hp = kEp + (1.1 · (Hd − Ea))

As it can be observed in figures 4.5 and 4.6, the hydrogen market presents,
as expected, average values higher than the electricity market and, again as
expected, a seasonal pattern similar to that of the electricity market. The in-
ternational prices are on average higher than the regional ones, but it can be
interesting to note higher peaks on the regional market: these are most prob-
ably due to the higher dependency on renewables of this scenario, therefore,
on those points, the electrical shortage has reached more intense levels and,
as a consequence, the hydrogen price increases by a great margin.
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FIGURE 4.5: Energy markets for the international scenario
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FIGURE 4.6: Energy markets for the regional scenario
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4.3 Objective function, constraints and solver

The energy system is converted into an optimization problem in Pyomo, an
open-source optimisation modeling language for Python, using oemof. As
any standard optimization problem, the Pyomo package then uses equality
and inequality expressions to create objectives and constraints.

The objective function of the optimization problem is the sum of every cost
variable of the system, both the one-time investments costs (such as the ones
needed to build transformers, fuel cells, etc.) and the operational costs (i.e.
the exchange with the external grid). The goal of the optimization is to mini-
mize such cost function, which can be expressed as follows:

C(P, E, T) = ∑
c

∑
n

cc · Pc,n + ∑
n

cb · En + ∑
v

∑
n

∑
t

pv,t · Tv,n,t

Where:

• c = {1, 2, 3, 4}: index for the specific component (transformer, hydro-
gen substation, electrolyser, fuel cell)

• n = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}: index for the specific bus. Regardless of bus type,
every component can be invested in at every bus (therefore, 5 indexes).

• Pn: invested power rating [MW] of the specific component c at bus n

• cb: cost per MWh of the battery storage candidate

• En: invested capacity [MWh] of the battery at bus n

• v: energy vector traded on the markets (electricity or hydrogen)

• t = {1, ..., 8760}: time step of the simulation

• pv,t: market price [€/MWh] of energy vector v at time step t

• Tv,n,t: traded energy [MWh] of energy vector v at bus n at time step t

• P,E, T: are the vectors of all the variables of the cost function

Along with the objective function the problem comprises also a number of
constraints specific to every component of the system:

• On every bus a power balance constraint is enforced between all its in-
puts (i) and outputs (o):

∑ Pi(t) = ∑ Po(t) ∀t, i, o

• Flow objects related to local generation units and local electricity, hy-
drogen and heat demand have a pre-determined value at every time
step coming from the input files. Therefore their only constraint is:

P(t) = f f ix
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Where P(t) is the instantaneous power and f f ix is its (fixed) input value.

• Flow objects related to invested assets (transformers, electrolysers, fuel
cells and hydrogen substations) do not have a fixed input value since
their flow variable is determined during the optimization:

fmin · Pnom ≤ P(t) ≤ fmax · Pnom

Where Pnom is the nominal capacity of the component coming from the
result of the investment optimization and fmin and fmax are the (nor-
malized) minimum and maximum values that a specific flow will take
during the optimization (again, these are results of the optimization
and not inputs).
The effective flow is then calculated including the efficiency conversion:

Pe f f (t) = ηP(t)

Where to every component a specific η value is assigned (as discussed
in previous chapters).

• Storage components feature another set of constraints. The energy con-
tent of the storage component at every time step is given by:

E(t) = E(t− 1) · (1− β(t))−γ(t) · (Eexist +Einvest)− δ(t)− Po(t)
ηo(t)

+ Pi(t) · ηi

Where E(t − 1) is the energy content at the previous timestep, β(t) is
the fraction of lost energy as share of E(t), γ(t) is the fixed loss of en-
ergy relative to Einvest + Eexist, δ(t) is the absolute fixed loss of energy
per time unit, ηi is the conversion factor when storing energy and ηo is
the conversion factor when taking stored energy.

Furthermore, an initial storage level constraint is given:

E(−1) = Einvest + Eexist · c(−1)

Where in our case c(−1) = 0.5
Finally, to connect the invest variables of the storage and the input/output
flow:

Pi,invest + Pi,exist = (Einvest + Eexist) · rcap

Where rcap is the relation of storage capacity and nominal flow. For the
4h battery modeled in this work, this value is therefore 1/4.

The Pyomo optimisation problem can be solved using a variety of solvers,
including open-source models. In this work, the commercial solver Gurobi
is utilized because of its faster solving times. This solver can be used freely
with an academic license [78].
Despite the mixed-integer capabilities of the oemof package, this model is
developed as a linear optimization problem. In this way, transformers can
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assume any rating value (in MVA), which is not realistic since there is a
strong preference in standardizing transformers sizes (as can be seen with
the 90MVA transformers in figure 5.3). However, in the cost calculations
it is assumed that only multiples of 90MVA transformers will be installed:
therefore, the installed capacity is the next multiple of 90 able to satisfy the
calculated flow. This trade-off in accuracy comes with a great advantage in
computation time. In fact, this linear model can be solved in its entirety (8760
time steps) in about 7 minutes.
In this way, storage components can be included in a more realistic way with-
out compromising the input time series, since the extraction of so called "rep-
resentative days" (as explained in section 3.2) is no longer necessary and the
temporal continuity of the optimization is guaranteed.
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5 Case study: Drechtsteden
region

This chapters aims to provide an overview of the region under consideration
for this research and the data inputs used for the model. The Drechtsteden
region is introduced in section 5.1, along with the features of the existing net-
work, which serves as the starting point for expansion planning. In addition,
the existing district heating network operated by HVC is introduced, along
with the current plans for its expansion. The various scenarios for future lo-
cal generation and demand profiles are described in section 5.2. Following
that, in section 5.3, a description of the input data for the model is presented.

5.1 Existing network & future scenarios

The area under consideration is the one served by the 150/50 kV substation
located in Sterrenburg (a neighbourhood of Dordrecht, south of Rotterdam).
This area has currently around 180.000 inhabitants and an area of about 400
square kilometers.

As we can see from figure 5.1 this area includes a large part the city of Dor-
drecht in the green "Sterrenburg district". This area is the one in which most
of the demand will be located.
Dordtse Kil is still an urbanized area in the outskirts of Dordrecht while the
remaining three, Oud Beijerland, Dordtse Kil and Klaaswaal are mostly areas
scattered will little villages and a lot of farmland.
In particular the large area of Klasswaal (in yellow), serves as the region’s
"power station" since this is the area in which the highest share of local gen-
eration is located. Thanks to the vast "open-air" environment given by the
Maas river delta located just south of Klaaswaal, considerable onshore wind
potential is expected to be installed.
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FIGURE 5.1: Areas served by the Sterrenburg substation

FIGURE 5.2: Electrical diagram of the present infrastructure
[26]
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Five substations at 52.5/13 kV and one at 150/52.5 kV make up the electri-
cal network in this area. The operator of the national transmission system,
TenneT, is responsible for maintaining the infrastructure at voltages of 150
kV and higher. The substations are situated at Sterrenburg, Oud-Beijerland,
Gravendeel, Klaaswaal, and Dordtse Kil. The neighborhoods of figure 5.2 are
highlighted in different colors depending on the substation that serves them.
These places each have a 52.5/13 kV substation, as well as a 150/52.5 kV
facility in Sterrenburg. Sterrenburg is the most inhabited area of the region
and serves also the city of Dordrecht. As mentioned, the highest generation
is found in the neighbourhood of Klaaswaal, which is particularly suitable
for onshore wind installations.
Within Stedin, a new configuration of this network has been envisioned and
sketched according to the expected flows in 2050. As it can be observed in
figure 5.3, two 150 kV connections to the TenneT network are envisioned in-
stead of the single one at the Sterrenburg substation. This is due to the large
renewable generation expected in the Klaaswaal neighbourhood. Further-
more, the 52.5/13 kV configuration is substituted with a 150/21 kV one, in
which all substations are therefore connected to the 150 kV national grid. Fi-
nally it can be observed that the network is decoupled in two sub-networks,
eliminating the need for a considerably long connection between Klaaswaal
and Sterrenburg [26].

FIGURE 5.3: Electrical diagram of the future infrastructure [26]

As anticipated, the gas network is considered to be completely repurposed
for hydrogen. Therefore, the capacities of the natural gas connections of to-
day are corrected with a factor of 1.25 [61] to account for the lower volumetric
energy density of hydrogen.
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5.1.1 HVC district heating network in Dordrecht
Currently, the city of Dordrecht already has a district heating network which
is serving around 7400 (housing equivalent) costumers. The main source of
heat generation comes from the waste treatment plant.
This network is rapidly expanding, and the company is actively looking to
substitute the current heat source from waste with alternatives (often decen-
tralized). In fact, HVC expects the amount of heat obtainable from waste
treatment to decrease in the future, due to higher recycling shares leading to
reduced residual waste volumes.
At the moment, the company is exploring three alternatives sources of heat,
a geothermal well near Sliedrecht with a potential of roughly 20MW, several
water heat pumps drawing water from the Oude Maas, and, finally, a num-
ber of distributed gas-fired heat generators.
The geothermal installation is forecast to have a very high COP of 20, and,
thanks to its 3.5km depth, it is expected to deliver water at around 90°C con-
stantly throughout the year. Higher COP is also the reason for preferring
heat pumps upgrading the river water to around 70°C, with an interesting
foreseen potential for seasonal hot water storage. Finally, the gas-fired gen-
erators are used mainly to cover peaks during cold winter days (roughly 9%
of demand) in order to also avoid over-sizing of the central Baanhoekweg
heat generation facility [55].

The company is expecting, as also confirmed by their latest figures, that the
share of small scale (residential users) will increase in the future as the grid
becomes more and more meshed and extended. Currently, new expansions
are accepted only after having agreed for a sufficient pool of demand, which
is usually initially arranged with few decision makers that manage large heat
connections, such as housing corporations or high-consuming sites such as
hospital, schools, etc. . Furthermore, in order to receive the subsidy for a
connection with the heat network, any existing methane connection must be
removed. This might also require modifications to the buildings, as usually
the temperature provided by the DH can be lower than the output from a
methane boiler. Higher insulation, larger heat radiators and, possibly, up-
dates in the electrical connection to allow for more electrical appliances (i.e.
induction stoves in place of gas stoves), are all aspects which HVC considers
crucial for the expansions of the network [55]. This is in complete accordance
with what has been found and discussed in subsection 2.4.2.
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FIGURE 5.4: HVC current heat network and planning map in
the Drechtsteden area [79]

5.2 Integral Infrastructure Survey 2050

The main source for the data used in this thesis comes from the Integrale
Infrastructuurverkenning 2030-2050 report written by the Dutch DSOs, the
Dutch TSO and the gas grid operator. In this report, experts from each of the
many companies involved helped in creating a detailed overview of the tra-
jectories that the Netherlands could take to become climate neutral by 2050.
The main aim of this study is to stimulate all the involved stakeholders to
accelerate the efforts towards a climate neutrality, also in order to facilitate a
smart development of the grids in order to avoid bottlenecks, and make even
more evident which investments might be considered "no-regret" ones to be
undertaken immediately [3].
To provide an extensive overview of the different futures that might unfold
all the way to 2050, 4 scenarios have been developed, with each of them want-
ing to represent specific economic, societal and policy environments.
Each of these four scenarios can be briefly described as follows:
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• Regional Scenario: in this scenario, the principle of self-sufficiency
guides also the investments in the energy sector. Imports and exports
are kept to a minimum and great importance is given to local genera-
tion, chiefly from PV and wind. Total demand is the lowest among the
scenarios, especially thanks to a strong avversion for energy intensive
industries.

• National Scenario: in this scenario each country has a more intercon-
nected role in the functioning of the whole European network but cross-
border volumes are still kept to a minimum. Project of great scale on a
national level may be present.

• European Scenario: in this scenario, more energy trade takes place,
and the European grid works in a much more interconnected way, both
from a physical and also from a policy point of view.

• International Scenario: in this last scenario we have the highest de-
gree of interconnection not only with other European country but on a
global scale. Large flows of energy allow for an higher demand and en-
ergy intensive industries. In this scenario, the importance of hydrogen
as an energy carrier is the strongest, especially in the industrial sector.

For each of these scenarios, a large amount of hourly profiles (with yearly
span) has been generated to serve as a base for the report.
A division has been made per energy carrier: electricity, methane and hydro-
gen. For each of these carriers a further division is a number of demand and
generation sectors has been done, and for each of them it’s possible to have a
yearly time-series both on a national scale and also in total percentage terms
for each of the neighbourhoods of the Netherlands.
Some examples of electrical demand are "Agriculture demand", "Household de-
mand", "Metal industry demand", "Transport demand", etc..., while generation
includes "Wind offshore", "Wind onshore", "PV fields", "Household PV", etc....
Similar divisions in demand can be found also for the hydrogen and methane
datasets.
It should be stressed that in this work these different types of demand and
supply are not treated differently since the objective is get a picture of the
overall functioning of the energy system. Some parts of the demand data
have been treated differently to obtain a regionalization of the heat demand
(as will be explained in more detail in the following section).
These scenarios also include some description of flexibility assets and their
operation throughout the year, but this data is not used in this work since the
aim is to obtain it as output of the optimization.
In this work, the Regional and International scenarios will be taken under
consideration, since these represent the two extreme situations in which the
infrastructure change might be substantial.
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5.3 Input data for the model

Most of the input data from the model comes, as introduced in the previous
section, from the II3050 study. It can be divided in four categories as follows:

• Electrical demand [MWh]

• Hydrogen demand [MWh]

• District heating demand [MWh]

• Local generation [MWh]

Electrical, hydrogen and generation were already previously regionalized for
the Drechtsteden network. The regionalized district heating demand has in-
stead been constructed starting from the national dataset. First, the difference
between the national demand in the electricity, hydrogen and methane sec-
tors related to heating purposes (ref. section 5.2), with the forecasted national
district heating demand has been taken. Secondly, this data has been scaled
according to the local demand of the 5 neighbourhoods to obtain a realistic
yearly profile of heat demand to be satisfied with district heating.

Each of the four categories are further divided in five subsets, one for each of
the five neighbourhoods. Therefore, the input data consists of 20 time-series
with 8760 elements each (i.e. a full year with a hourly resolution).
Each of the 20 time-series is "connected" to its specific bus (ref. figure 4.1)
with the exception of the 5 electrical buses, since these connect both the elec-
trical demand and the local generation.

As it can be seen in figure 5.5, the demand in the international scenario is
about 50% higher than in the regional scenario. Furthermore, the demand
of the Drechtsteden region shows a seasonality both in the international and
regional scenarios, with less demand during the summer months. Electric-
ity is the main energy carrier in both scenarios but, while hydrogen plays an
important role in the international, the regional makes less use of it, putting
more emphasis on the district heating capacity.

Coming to the generation data (figure 5.6), it can be observed how, in the re-
gional scenario, the production of local electricity is far higher compared to
the international one. The typical seasonality of the outputs of wind (higher
in winter) and solar (higher in summer) is also evident.

Figure 5.7 shows how the neighbourhood of Sterrenburg (in Dordrecht) has
by far the highest demand, while Klaaswaal has the highest local generation
thanks to its low population density and large area.
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FIGURE 5.5: Demand in the Drechtsteden network
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FIGURE 5.6: Generation in the Drechtsteden network
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FIGURE 5.7: Demand and generation per neighbourhood
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6 Results & Discussion

This chapter presents the results of the case study. In section 6.1 the results
of the base case are compared with the results of the reinforcement only sce-
narios, followed by the sensitivity analysis of section 6.2 and, finally, by the
results of adding a thermal storage component in section 6.3.

6.1 Base case: international and regional scenarios

The first analysis of the case study is meant to compare the investments that
would be needed in a so-called reinforcement only scenario, compared with
the ones needed in the case of an integrated system such as in figure 4.1.
With reinforcement only it is intended a scenario in which the energy carri-
ers remain largely independent, and therefore the investments are directed
towards the single sectors (electricity, hydrogen, etc.) with the purpose of
reinforcing them in order to have a system able to operate with the future
demand/generation profiles. In the reinforcement scenario, therefore, the
electrolysers and fuel cells are excluded from the optimization, which is then
allowed to optimize the size of transformers, hydrogen substations, batter-
ies and, ultimately the exchange with the external electrical and hydrogen
markets. Furthermore, the assumption that in the reinforcement scenario no
form of flexibility and cross-sectoral conversions are present, makes it com-
plicated to argue how much of the heat demand will be satisfied by district
heating and, most importantly, from which sources will this heat come from.
Therefore, these values are taken by extrapolating the projected growth of
the district heating network of Dordrecht, according to the estimations done
by HVC Groep, its managing company. These projections run up to 2030 and
assume, for the largest part, "conventional" sources of heat such as waste
treatment, geothermal energy and gas burners for peak demand [55], and
can therefore be assumed to be the most accurate indication of how the dis-
trict heating network might evolve if one does not consider a strong "system
integration" effect. These values of DH demand have been fixed in propor-
tion to the total energy demand of the two scenarios, and are thus different
in the regional and international case.
The two following tables summarise the main quantitative results of the opti-
mizations. It should be noted that all the "Total annualised system costs" field
in all tables refer to the net cash flow in the energy markets (costs-revenues)
plus the annualised costs of all the assets in the system.
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The first thing that stands out is that the total system costs, albeit showing a
lower value for the system integration case, are not noticeably different: only
around 5% cheaper.
Another overarching consideration that can be made is that the system in-
tegration scenario, albeit showing higher system costs imputable to assets
(chiefly due to the addition of relatively expensive fuel cells & electrolysers),
operates in a more advantageous way in the energy markets compared to
the reinforcement scenario. This is mainly due to the fact that, even though
electricity imports appear to be higher (driven by the demand from electrol-
ysers), the need for hydrogen imports decrease and there is an additional
revenue coming from selling the excess hydrogen (a revenue which is zero in
the reinforcement scenario).

Regarding transformers, surprisingly, the installed capacity is similar in both
the reinforcement only and in the system integration case.
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FIGURE 6.1: Loading on the Sterrenburg transformer in the sys-
tem integration (left) and reinforcement (right) scenarios
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FIGURE 6.2: Loading on the Klaaswaal transformer in the sys-
tem integration (left) and reinforcement (right) scenarios
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In fact, in the International scenario the number of transformer investments
is the same while, in the Regional scenario, system integration reduces the
need of transformers by two units (or about 15%).
A distinction can now be made between neighbourhoods which have a lot
of local generation and densely populated neighbourhoods with mostly de-
mand. The previous two images serve as an example to explain this differ-
ence. The top one refers to the neighbourhood of Sterrenburg, which has
many households and relatively little leftover area to install local generation
systems, while the bottom one refers to the neighbourhood where most of
the local generation takes place and where not many people live. From these
images it can be seen how, in the residential neighbourhood, the loading on
the transformer is a bit higher for the system integration scenario, while for
the sparsely populated area with a lot of generation the higher transformer
loading happens in the reinforcement only scenario. In the demand-driven
area, the addition of electrolysers appears to be increasing the loading on the
transformer because a substantial amount of electricity has to be imported
for their use. Both hydrogen and heat demands are higher during winter,
and that is why we see a clear seasonality pattern. On the other hand, the
electrolysers installed in the Klaaswaal region help in reducing the loading
on the transformer since they make use of part of the local generation out-
put to generate hydrogen, reducing the need to export the excess electricity.
As expected we can observe an opposite seasonality pattern, with an evident
contribution of the local PV fields in the summer months.

It is also possible to observe how the optimization typically choses a lower
amount of fuel cells compared to electrolysers. Even though their waste heat
output is higher compared to that of an electrolyser, the fact that the hydro-
gen price is, on average, higher than the one of electricity, might be the main
reason behind this behaviour. Therefore, if actual hydrogen prices will in-
deed look similar to the ones presented here, it could be argued that it will
be unlikely that the majority of the hydrogen production will happen under
a free market at distribution level.

Finally, it is interesting to note the stark difference in the optimal battery ca-
pacity between the regional and the international scenarios. While in the re-
gional scenario this invested capacity amounts to 147 MWh, the international
scenario seems to not have a need for these assets (0 MWh installed). The rel-
atively high choice of batteries in the regional scenario can be explained by
the fact that these components can complement electrolysers in storing the
excess energy which in this scenario, as already discussed, is produced in
great amounts. About 60% of the battery capacity is installed in Klaaswaal,
corroborating this previous explanation. Regarding the apparent uselessness
of batteries in the international scenario, this result should be of course taken
with a pinch of salt, since it is derived from a simplified grey-box linear op-
timization. For example, this model considers only a wholesale electricity
market and not, for instance a FCR, aFRR or GOPACS market, which are the
primary markets suited for utility-scale batteries [80].
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6.2 Sensitivity analyses

6.2.1 Share of district heating
In this work, two sensitivity analyses have been executed. The first and most
relevant one consisted in changing the share of heat demand that must be sat-
isfied by district heating, taking the base values from the international and
regional scenarios, as discussed in section 5.3, and modifying them by -50%;
-25%; +25% and +50%.
This analysis was done in order to see whether the share of district heating
assumed in the scenarios is indeed the most optimal one and what effect does
changing this parameter have in the overall system configuration.

TABLE 6.3: District heating share sensitivity analysis: regional
scenario

-50% -25% +25% +50%

Infrastructure investments:
Tranformers & Substations [#] 13 13 13 13
Electrolysers [MW] 193 223 371 444
Fuel Cells [MW] 77 89 147 178
District heating infra [MWh] 238.272 357.408 595.680 714.816
H2 boilers & heat pumps [MWh] 820.714 701.578 463.306 344.170
Hydrogen substations [MW] 0 0 0 0
Batteries [MWh] 302 268 64 29

Energy markets:
Electricity imports [k€] 86.126 92.969 127.644 144.049
Electricity exports [k€] 28.261 28.836 31.999 33.794
Hydrogen imports [k€] 4.415 5.057 8.195 9.830
Hydrogen exports [k€] 48.692 56.917 98.251 118.693

Total annualised system cost [k€] 83.774 81.226 79.516 77.149

The first thing that catches the eye is that, with an increasing share of district
heating, the annualised costs seem to decrease. With an higher share of heat
demand to be satisfied by district heating, the number of optimal hydrogen
conversion assets to be installed increases but, despite the higher capital costs
of installing these assets, their operation on the markets (especially the hy-
drogen market) seems to be bringing economic benefit to the overall system.
However, one should notice how a configuration with more district heat-
ing and electrolysers & fuel cells brings an higher exposure of the system
to the revenues of the hydrogen market. Therefore, an unexpected reduc-
tion in hydrogen demand or in its price might quickly modify the economic
favourability of such scenario.
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TABLE 6.4: District heating share sensitivity analysis: interna-
tional scenario

-50% -25% +25% +50%

Infrastructure investments:
Tranformers & Substations [#] 12 12 12 12
Electrolysers [MW] 97 110 147 177
Fuel Cells [MW] 23 26 42 50
District heating infra [MWh] 126.195 189.293 315.489 378.587
H2 boilers & heat pumps [MWh] 1.021.039 957.941 831.745 768.647
Hydrogen substations [MW] 22.3 21.2 16.6 13.7
Batteries [MWh] 100 55 33 34

Energy markets:
Electricity imports [k€] 113.390 116.316 118.207 123.744
Electricity exports [k€] 6.259 5.816 5.050 4.335
Hydrogen imports [k€] 33.535 31.785 35.589 35.288
Hydrogen exports [k€] 8.344 11.132 19.321 27.515

Total annualised system cost [k€] 195.065 193.156 191.269 189.541

The same sensitivity analysis applied to the international scenario shows a
similar trend, as can be observed in table 6.4.

6.2.2 Battery cost

The uncertainty around the cost of transformers and hydrogen substations is
quite limited, therefore a sensitivity analysis on their cost was deemed not
very significant.
Surprisingly, also the cost trajectories of electrolysers and fuel cells were quite
concordant, as seen in section 4.2. On the other hand, the cost of batteries cur-
rently has a quite wide range of price trajectories. Utility-scale batteries in
2050 are projected to have on average a cost of 150.000€/MWh, spanning up
to more than 250.000€/MWh and down to slighly less than 100.000 €/MWh
[59].
As shown in section 4.2, the main assumed battery price has been an opti-
mistic 110.000€/MWh. The following sensitivity analysis is meant to inves-
tigate what would happen with a more conservative price, assumed to be
190.000 €/MWh.
Of course, only the regional scenario has been considered since, as seen, the
optimistic price is still too high for any battery to be chosen in the inter-
national scenario. Applying this battery price to the regional scenario, the
amount of installed batteries drops to 0 MWh, while electrolysers and fuel
cells stay more or less at the same level at, respectively 249 MW and 121
MW. Without batteries, the operation of the system on the energy markets
is slightly less favourable, and the total system costs are 79.512.870€, a 1.1%
increase with respect to the base scenario.
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6.3 Thermal storage

As a final analysis, a thermal storage component candidate has been added
to the optimization.
Looking at the example figure 6.3, one can see how the optimal operation of
fuel cells and electrolysers still produces noticeable amounts of excess heat
that are absorbed by the heat sinks (ref. 4.1) and therefore not used by the
system.
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FIGURE 6.3: Thermal sink heat flow in Dordtse Kil in the re-
gional (left) and international (right) scenarios

The first thing that can be noticed is how the waste heat flow is higher in the
regional scenario: this happens, as expected, due to the higher number of
fuel cells and electrolysers that are installed in this scenario and which there-
fore generate more excess heat.
The seasonality pattern is another element that can be observed: as expected,
in summer more heat has to be sinked due to the reduced heat demand from
the region. However, especially in the regional scenario, cheap electricity
from renewable sources still encourages the operation of electrolysers to pro-
duce hydrogen.
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FIGURE 6.4: Hydrogen import in Dordtse Kil, international sce-
nario
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In addition, the cheap summer prices for hydrogen also encourage its import
for the operation of fuel cells, which therefore add extra excess waste heat to
the system. This can be observed in figure 6.4, where the hydrogen import
for the example neighbourhood looks almost constant throughout the year,
despite the reduced direct hydrogen demand during summer.

It is therefore clear how a further optimization of this heat flow should be
considered. To see the effect that storing this heat could have on the whole
system a candidate heat storage component has been added in the form of a
water tank storage with the characteristics as discussed in section 4.1.

TABLE 6.5: Thermal storage effect

Int Int+TS Reg Reg+TS

Infrastructure investments:
Tranformers & Substations [#] 12 12 13 13
Electrolysers [MW] 117 132 252 177
Fuel Cells [MW] 34 0.7 123 66
District heating infra [MWh] 252.391 252.391 476.544 476.544
Hydrogen boilers & heat pumps [MWh] 894.843 894.843 582.442 582.442
Hydrogen substations [MW] 18 18 0 0
Batteries [MWh] 0 0 147 0
Thermal storage [MWh] 0 1243 0 1683

Energy markets:
Electricity imports [k€] 112.935 139.640 105.622 93.858
Electricity exports [k€] 5.857 3.513 32.872 28.995
Hydrogen imports [k€] 36.800 18.479 8.779 7.390
Hydrogen exports [k€] 12.224 26.398 70.527 56.732

Total annualised system cost [k€] 192.989 189.238 78.559 76.668

From table 6.5 it can be observed how adding thermal storage has a positive
effect on the system on three main aspects: the total annualised are reduced
in both scenarios, heat flows in the order of tens of MW are no longer wasted
and, finally the power rating of the hydrogen conversion assets is decreased
by about 15% in the international scenario and a surprising 54% in the re-
gional.
Evidently, the addition of thermal storage covers the peaks of heat demand
which were part of the drivers for investments in fuel cells and electrolysers:
their functioning in the same system at reduced maximum power means
therefore that they follow a more efficient load-duration curve.
In addition, it can be noted how the assumption of a 6h storage thermal stor-
age (ref. 4.1) is greatly oversized in power. In fact, dividing the optimized
thermal capacity by 6 would give power ratings that are far higher than the
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peak heat demand in any of the considered neighbourhoods. Running an op-
timization without this constraint resulted in the same large values of ther-
mal capacity but much smaller power ratings: the new capacity/power ratio
settled to values ranging from 20 to 30.
A final consideration can be made on the spatial requirements of adding such
large thermal storage capacities. Using [81] and [82] as sources for the spatial
footprint of hydrogen conversion assets and water tank thermal storage, a
comparison is being made in the following table between the case with ther-
mal storage and without it:

TABLE 6.6: Thermal storage spatial effect

Int Int+TS Reg Reg+TS

Electrolysers/Fuel cells footprint [m2]: 15.100 13.200 37.500 24.300
Thermal storage footprint [m2]: 0 8.300 0 11.360

Total footprint [m2]: 15.100 21.528 37.500 35.600

While the addition of thermal storage could be challenging from a footprint
point of view in the international scenario, adding it in the regional scenario
could free up about 2000 square meters.
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7 Conclusion

Following the detailed discussion of chapter 6, this conclusive chapter presents
a summary of the main takeaways of this work, relating them to the research
questions.

• How can the flexibility provided by an electricity-gas-heat integrated energy
system lead to advantages in distribution grid planning, as opposed to consid-
ering an electricity only system?

The introduction of a system integration between electricity, hydrogen
and heat proved to have the potential for some savings in the over-
all system costs, compared to a "reinforcement only" scenario, ranging
from 5% in the regional to 3% in the international scenario.
The system integration has been achieved by adding electrolysers and
fuel cells and linking the energy flows that originate or go into these
components.
To determine the optimal system configuration, a linear programming
optimization using the python tool oemof has been executed, compar-
ing its results to another, "reinforcement only", optimization run.
Even though the cost attributable to the system’s assets is higher in the
integration case (especially due to the addition of expensive fuel cells
and electrolysers), the operation on the energy markets (especially on
the hydrogen one) lowers the overall system costs compared to the re-
inforcement only case. However, more exposure to the revenues from
the hydrogen market could change the profitability of this scenario in
case the price assumptions of this thesis were to greatly deviate in real-
ity.
The need for transformers did not show a substantial decrease when
using a system integration approach. In fact, only the regional scenario
showed a decrease of 14%, while there was no difference for the inter-
national scenario. This is due to the fact that in residential areas with
a lot of demand, a substantial amount of electricity has to be imported
and fed to electrolysers to cover the high hydrogen (and heat) demand,
therefore the loading on the transformer is, at times, even increased.
The opposite happens in areas with a lot of local generation, where the
electrolysers operation helps in reducing the transformer loading, since
less excess electricity has to be exported but can be used locally to pro-
duce hydrogen.
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• Which modelling aspects need to be considered when designing an investment
& planning optimization model for such an integrated energy system, and how
are these currently represented in literature?

A grey-box approach to the modeling of the main components of the
system has been found to be the most common in literature, therefore
also this work presented a simplified description of the technical as-
pects of the assets, focusing mainly on the interaction between each of
them.
Most of the papers trade the accuracy of the energy storage represen-
tation for more details in the modelling of the other components by
clustering the input time series. Instead, in this work a simplified (lin-
ear programming) approach has been chosen in order not to sacrifice
the integrity of the input data.
The inclusion of energy markets in these type of researches is quite dif-
ficult to find in literature; therefore two models, one for electricity and
one for hydrogen have been developed. The hydrogen market proved
to be especially hard to model since there are little to no examples of
how this market might look like in the future. For this reason, a set of
well defined assumptions has been presented to describe the modelling
approach in this thesis.

• What is the potential role played by waste heat recovery from hydrogen con-
version technologies (i.e. electrolysers and fuel cells), if combined to a district
heating system?

In this work the heat output from the operation of electrolysers and
fuel cells has been used as heat input for a district heating network in
all of the city’s neighbourhoods considered in the case study, covering
22% of the heat demand in the international and 47% in the regional.
The feasibility of the final cost figures indicates that this might be an
interesting way to use these hydrogen conversion assets in an even
more efficient way. Due to the medium-low output temperature of the
PEM assets considered in this work, this approach is especially effective
if paired with investments in 4th generation district heating network
since its operating temperature would be at a similar level.
An higher share of heat demand to be satisfied by district heating brought,
as expected, an higher need for electrolysers and fuel cells but, despite
the higher capital costs, their operation on the energy markets brought
a net advantage in terms of total system costs (about 2-3%). However,
similarly to the base scenario, one should be aware that this comes at
the price of an higher exposure to the revenues coming from the hydro-
gen market (60% more in the regional, 125% more in the international).
Finally, it has been shown how the addition of thermal storage can have
beneficial effects, helping in exploiting consistent flows of excess heat
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which would otherwise be wasted and reducing the need for electroly-
sers and fuel cells by 15% in the international and 54% in the regional
scenario.

• How sensible are the results when considering the different long-term climate-
neutral energy systems scenarios developed by Netbeheer Nederland? How
does the optimal system infrastructure vary between these scenarios?

As seen in the first point, both the international and the regional sce-
narios show a marginal reduction in the overall system costs with a
system integration approach. However, the higher share of local gen-
eration in the regional scenario leads to a few differences in the system
configuration and in the market behaviour.
Firstly, the optimal number of hydrogen conversion assets is more than
double in the regional scenario compared to the international one. This
is driven mainly by the installation of electrolysers used to absorb part
of the local generation which instead would have to pass through trans-
formers and sold to the external grid.
The need to manage this higher generation is most likely also the main
reason why the regional scenario presents a consistent amount of bat-
teries while the international none (although, as mentioned, the rather
simple approach to the electricity market might be the main reason be-
hind this).
Finally, the higher number of electrolysers in the regional scenario cre-
ates a bigger gap between the losses in the electricity market and the
revenues in the hydrogen one (compared to the smaller gap in the in-
ternational scenario).

Final thoughts:

While the overall reduction in costs does not seem to be particularly interest-
ing, the author’s opinion is that it could be still very valuable to commence
initial investments plans in the direction of a system integration similar to
the one presented in this work. Higher future hydrogen demand could be
met by already present electrolysers and electrolysers and fuel cells could
have a more advantageous price trajectory (similarly to what happened with
the initial cost projections for PV and the current trends) thus making the
business case more appealing. Finally, cheaper hydrogen conversion assets
would likely lead to higher installation volumes, therefore having already
developed an initial infrastructure and having acquired sufficient knowledge
on how to valorise the consistent heat output from these assets could have a
high future potential.

Grid operators cannot directly own assets such as electrolysers or fuel cells,
but they can finance asset owners if their operation helps to solve grid prob-
lems. As shown in this thesis, the inclusion of hydrogen conversion assets
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could have beneficial effects on the electrical network, with the most impor-
tant example of this being the load reduction on the Klaaswaal transformer
thanks to the electrolysers. Therefore, further studies in collaboration with
asset owners to analyse in more detail the extent of these benefits consti-
tute another important suggestion. The priority for these analyses should be
given to regions with the most consistent planned investments towards local
generation because, as seen in this work, the effect of system integration is
expected to be higher (i.e. regional scenario).

Another crucial aspect in which grid operators should put a lot of focus is
the hydrogen market. In fact, the model presented in this work is simply
an educated guess on how such a market might arise, but the specifics of
how and when the first trades will take place remains completely unknown.
However, as shown in this work, an hydrogen market could have a strong
influence on the electrical market, potentially also driving investments on
assets which would then have a direct impact on the electrical infrastructure
itself. Therefore, this market has the potential to be both beneficial and detri-
mental to the electrical infrastructure. In fact, as seen, the operation of fuel
cells and electrolysers modified quite substantially the electrical flows within
the system and also with the external grid. With such an hydrogen market
model, consistent investments in electrical infrastructure will still be needed
and the expenses on the electrical market can be expected to be higher than
the revenues (for a region similar to the one of the case study).
As soon as more details about the market will be known, further studies
similar to this will be needed in order to optimally steer the specific system
integration design approach.
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